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TO THE BMC SERIES EDITORIAL PRODUCTION TEAM,

PLEASE FIND THE LIST OF CHANGES WE HAVE MADE TO THE MANUSCRIPT OF OUR SUBMISSION AS PER YOUR SUGGESTIONS. THEY ARE EMBEDDED BELOW [IN CAPS AND BOLD] IN YOUR EMAIL MESSAGE DATED THURSDAY, OCT 14, ’10. WE HAVE USED THE manuscript VERSION THROUGH THE LINK PROVIDED BY YOU IN THIS LAST EMAIL OF YOURS.

THANKING YOU

SUNITA V S BANDEWAR

Formatting changes to be made:
---------------------------------
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Abstract: this abstract does not have the correct structure. Please reformat it to use these headings: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NECESSARY CHANGES AS PER YOUR SUGGESTED FORMAT IN THE FINAL PROOF ATTACHED HERE WITH.

Affiliations: Please include the authors' affiliations on the title page. Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL IN RESPONSE TO YOUR SUGGESTION ON THE TITLE PAGE.

Competing interests: Please include a `Competing interests¿ section between the Conclusions and Authors¿ contributions. If there are none to declare, please write `The authors declare that they have no competing interests¿.
Please see here for a full list of questions to consider when writing your competing interests statement-
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/ifora/?txt_jou_id=2999&txt_mst_id=50733#interests

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL BY ADDING THIS SUBHEAD AT APPROPRIATE PLACE AS SUGGESTED BY YOU.

Box: unfortunately we cannot incorporate box 1 or 2. Please either change the title to `Table 1' and `Table 2', remembering to up-date any references to the boxes within the text, or include the information within the manuscript text- you can use indentation to highlight the text
RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL BY REPLACING ‘BOX’ BY ‘TABLE’. CORRESPONDING CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE TEXT.

References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For example `text [1].’

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL BY REPLACING SUPERSCRIPTED REFERENCING TO BMC FORMAT. ALSO THEY ARE PLACED BEFORE THE PERIOD/FULL STOP.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Introduction: Please rename this section 'Background'.

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL BY REPLACING ‘Introduction’ by ‘Background’.

Additional file: Please remove this

RESPONSE: WE HAVE REMOVED THE ADDITIONAL FILE.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

RESPONSE: WE HAVE DONE THE NEEDFUL.

PLEASE ALSO NOTE THAT WE HAVE ADDED TWO MORE NAMES IN THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS SECTION. THEY ARE DR CHARLES WACHIHI AND DR BLAKE T BALL. [UNDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS SECTION, SECOND PARA, LINE NO 9-12].

THANK YOU.

SUNITA V S BANDEWAR
MOND, OCT 19, ‘10